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“WHAT A PARTY!”
Rick Beecherl, Woodward GTO Tigers President

     The 2004 Meet is now a memory. It was intended to celebrate two
important milestones, the 25th Anniversary of the GTOAA and the 40th
Anniversary of the birth of the GTO, along with the introduction of the
new 2004 GTO. It all happened where it all began 40 years ago,
Pontiac, Michigan just around the corner from Woodward Ave. There
were 556 registrations and well over 1,000 people in attendance. We

had a grand total of 332 GTO, GT-37, and A/X Body cars on the show field. These numbers in themselves have become
new milestones for future Meets. All of the planning and hard work that went into this event was to make it a fun time for all
those who attended. From the comments we received from you, I think that was accomplished and we thank all of you for
making this a success. It was assumed that it would be a large Meet this year and we made our plans just for that, but we
never anticipated the numbers that turned out for this Grreat 2004 Meet. The Woodward GTO Tigers would like to extend
our best wishes to the Gateway GTO Association in their efforts to make the 2005 meet in St. Louis, Missouri a success
too.

     Many thanks have to go out to those who helped us make this
possible. Pontiac and all of their great help, with Jim Hopson doing
everything that he could to make something memorable happen
and Steve Sitek, working with Jim Hopson, put on the Pontiac
Performance Drive on Thursday. Jeff Zeigler of Digitas for setting
everything up at the Silverdome parking lot. The Bondurant School
of Driving for providing the drivers doing the “Hot Laps” in the new
2004 GTO. There were 635 Hot Lap rides, 492 Consumer laps.
Great Job!

      Performance Years and Bob Sellers Pontiac/GMC, two long
time sponsors of the Woodward GTO Tigers GTO Classic Week-
end. They put on the Friday night Parking Lot Party. There was
plenty of food and the big tent worked out fantastic. Thanks Chris
Casperson and Keith Wilson for your support. HOCO Enterprises and Jim Causley Pontiac/GMC both came on board as
general sponsors. Jim Causley (Robert Causley) supplied our club with a Montana Van for running errands and shuttles.
Thank you both for your support. Ames Performance Engineering for the Tiger out front to greet all of us to the event. Steve
Ames also provided our window cards and nametags. Thanks Steve, it was great working with you. The people at Auburn &
Quality Pontiac for stationing their courtesy vans at the Hotel for anyone to use for free was a tremendous asset. We can’t
go without saying Thank You to the entire staff at the Marriott, Courtyard, and Residence Inn for all their great help, service
and just plain ole good hospitality. You were fantastic.

     Once again, the Woodward GTO Tigers want to thank all of you for
making this the biggest and best GTO Show to ever take place. We
worked real hard on this and you made it a really great time. We enjoyed
meeting all of you and seeing old faces from our regular GTO Classic
Weekend crowd. Hope to see you in St. Louis.

     Last but not least by any means. I have to say Thanks to Ken Stahovec
for taking on the task of Chairman of the Meet. Ken did one hell of a job.
Thank You to my wife Carol and Ken’s wife Kim, for putting up with the two
of us for the last year. My daughter Audrey for making all the colored name
tags and Tom & Cathy Jones for spending countless hours Saturday and
Sunday doing tabulations and putting the presentation together. There are
so many people to thank. The rest of the committee included Dick Winkles,

Roger MacZura, Milt Schornack also get a big hand for all their efforts in the planning and execution of their respective
areas. Cathi Winkles for doing our Program and all the ads you saw in the magazines, great job Cathi. Of course the entire
Woodward GTO Tiger membership, for all of their time and efforts toward making this run as smooth as it did. At least
that’s what I heard. Please enjoy the rest of the stories by the other staff members and their view of the Meet.
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“The Valve Cover Races”
by Jack Giannosa,  WGT Valve Cover Race Chairman

     Well the GTOAA International Meet is now gone and past, and it surely
doesn't seem like it considering it took almost a whole year to plan and orga-
nize.  Before the memories of a good time are too far behind, a recap of some
of the events are due.

     Many members of the Woodward GTO Tigers contributed countless hours of
their time to make it happen in a lot of different areas, I'll do my best to present
and recapture the excitement and "whole-lotta-fun" that transpired during the
Valve Cover Races.

     Because the Race Track is a bit large, and confronted with the "possibility"
of a sudden downpour, (not in Michigan!…yeah right!) finding a place to put this
thing was a little challenging.  The Marriott came through once again and let us
use one of the large ballrooms to set up and conduct the races in.

     Each contender had a good hour to tweak, adjust, and even add or subtract
weight to his or her race car during the “tech inspection”.  The rules require that
the Valve Cover Racer weigh no more than 10 pounds so you can imagine the
surprised faces of some drivers whose cars weighed far less!  One woman -
and a good sport I might add - weighed in at about 2 pounds!  She and her
crew chief frantically came up with ingenious "ballast"…a set of wrenches taped
to the underside of the valve cover.  With all useable space taken up in the
valve cover her final weight was still only about 8 pounds.  Unfortunately her
beautifully painted racer still didn't want to "go".  Looks like she and her crew
chief need to work on wheels and axles.  There's always next year.

     Some other racers had track mishaps as well.  From busted wheels to "not-
going-straight" down the track added to the fun and excitement.  In one race,
the crowd screamed, "re-run-re-run" because the cars didn't quite make it all
the way down the track.  The final race turned out to be the most exciting however.

     The First place winner, Bill Rouch, with his Iron Duke Valve Cover, (from a 4 cylinder Pontiac
engine), was most recognizable with a big bear "piloting" his racer.  Whatever Bill did to train that bear
worked because the Iron Duke won.  His runner up, Jason Withall made him work for it though.   The
final race was so close a good determination couldn't be made and the crowd again yelled.."re-run-
rerun".  So we did.  This time the loser won…they were tied!  This was verified by a woman with a
digital camera in hand, (Thank you by the way), who recorded the race.  Gee! we’re down to photo
finishes!  So here we were again..re-run, re-run shouted the crowd, it was great!  We raced one last
time and Bill’s Iron Duke Valve cover won.   The crowd cheered loudly and applauded.  This was
better than a hockey game…well maybe not that good, but still a whole lotta fun.

     The crowd was definitely into it.  We've never had such great Valve Cover Race attendance, cheers and support from
the crowd.  I'd guess a couple of hundred people were in that room and if someone can convince me otherwise I'd say this
was the best and most exciting Valve Cover Race event we've ever
had.  I even had one young lady personally thank me for having
such a great time and that this was her first valve cover race.

     In closing I'd like to say Thank You to my "team" of tech help; my
son Paul Giannosa, Ed Sova, Ron Suderman, Mark Orlowski and
to Joe Kozlowski for photographic coverage of the event and
helping to transport the track.  And last but not least…”Thank You”
to all of the "good sport" participants and enthusiastic crowd.  Hope
to see all of you next year.
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“Cruisin’ Woodward”
By Roger & Judy Mac Zura, Woodward GTO Tigers

     Saturday night was to be “cruise night” down Woodward Ave., but due to late
afternoon thunder storms, all the Goats were in boxes or under cover.  The hunt
was on to be a good host and find a willing driver to show our friends with a right
hand drive ’65, from the “land down under”, what they had come half the way
around the world to see first hand, a trip down Woodward.  Lo and behold no one
wanted to get their paws dirty from the left over showers, but down came the
ramp on a trailer and out rolled a concours ’66, and the challenge was on. First a
couple of locals loaded up our Aussie friends, then the Louisville gang jumped in
and within minutes we had a dozen beautiful Goats heading for Woodward.

     Turning south bound on Woodward we were four abreast and 3 deep
when in my rear view mirror I saw a Mayfair Maize ’65 challenging the lead.
Down a couple of cogs and up with the RPM’s, the challenge was accepted.
Throttle plates went vertical and the roar of the Tigers was on!  A dozen Goats
turning it on, winding it up, and blowing it out….. the Tigers were unleashed
and loose on the street.  We made it down to 12 mile and took a turn for the
North bound stretch. With adrenaline pumping and people a gazing we
thought it best to check out a local dairy bar.  Within minutes the herd grew
from a dozen to two and we outgrew our pasture.

     We then headed for the illegal grazing ground of the 13 Mile
shopping mall.  We pulled in. Within minutes our population was
growing faster than a den of rabbits. Needless to say, we were the
epicenter of Woodward. Then without warning, a Tiger from the Heart
of Illinois broke from the group and headed out and around.  It didn’t
take long for this Goat to try and fill the paws of Lucas.  It was a
demonstration of a Tiger on the bottle.  We had a light’em up show
with tiger trails.  With that Tiger back in the herd, we all gathered
around for a group picture as Royal Oak’s finest rolled in with their blue
light demo. To avert a challenge from
the local authority, as representatives
of the Woodward GTO Tigers, two of
us spoke with the irate establishment.

We explained who we were and that we brought guests from around the country and the
world to see this famous place of theirs.  They were not impressed as their lights glared
down on the signature of the “Baaadddd  Tiger” on private property.  We assured them
that the perpetrator had been admonished (with a rousing round of applause).

     The herd proudly began to disperse back on to the street. As
they passed by, one of the officers asked, “Are all of these GTO’s?”
We replied, “Yes officer, all of them plus a couple of other
Pontiacs.”  (The herd had swelled to over three dozen.)  “Well” he
replied, “if I had known that…..”.  He also asked if we had GTO’s
and what year were they?  We told him we had a ’70 and a ’66.
“Really”, he said, “’66 is my favorite! A friend of mine used to have a
’66, 2 speed auto……. “ Well you know the rest of the story.  As for
the Aussies they thought they had died and gone to heaven.  Upon
exiting the goat, back at the hotel, they were heard to say, “This
night was better than sex”.
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“Convention Recap”
Dick Winkles, Woodward GTO Tigers Vice-President

Swap Meet
     Thirty-seven swap meet vendors were on hand to sell
everything from project cars, most notably a ’69 Ram Air IV
Judge and a ’71 Convertible, to models and T-shirts. There
were plenty of other car parts on hand as well, but as in past
shows the number of GTO and Pontiac parts available
seems to be getting scarcer. Most vendors were very happy
with the large 20’ x 20’ spaces and the weather was dry
enough that the grass field never became a problem. Most
vendors also reported very good sales, particularly Friday
and Saturday, so good in fact that several left early Saturday
night much to the dismay of many Sunday show participants.

Show Time
     556 registrations were purchased for the event with 32 no-
shows. Had it not been for the slight threat of rain throughout
the weekend, over 600 registrations would have been counted.
Cars came in from all over the country representing 43 states,
2 Canadian provinces and two couples from Australia.

     Ninety-one cars registered for Saturday’s Concours Show.
On the day of the show, 75 cars were judged with 24 receiving
Gold awards, 30 Silver awards and 21 Bronze awards in three
classes. There were 16 Concours no-shows. With the threat of
rain, shelter was necessary for judging and Friday’s entertain-
ment tent provided seven bays that any dealership would have

been proud of. With a few chairs and tables left over from the Birthday Bash, many “spectators” watched the finest GTO’s
in the world drive in and out with a team of experts examining every nook and cranny along the way. Next year they may
want to consider selling tickets! Judging was finished by about 3:00PM, a testament to the efficiency of the GTOAA teams.

     By late afternoon, the rain clouds finally let loose and cars scattered for their trailers or the shelter of the judging tent
with the threat of hail in the air. About twenty cars crammed the tent and the event staff had to hustle to get the cars
removed by morning in case the tent rental crew showed up to take the shelter away!

     Sunday’s Popular Vote Show produced 332 cars on the show field including five winners circle cars. The largest class
this year to the surprise of many was the 1970 – 72 hardtops with thirty-five entries. There were thirty-three ’66 hardtops
and twenty-seven ’65 hardtops. Other impressive turnouts included sixteen ’69 -’71 Judges, nine ’73 – ’74 hardtops and
seven 2004 GTO’s. In the non-GTO classes eight ‘64/67 A-bodies including three ’65 “GTO” wagons and nine ‘68/74 A/X-
bodies turned out. In past shows, some of these classes typically only had a few cars entered. With the large turnout,
counting the ballots proved to be a real challenge as was matching the photos up with the cars for the awards presentation
and the staff work feverishly to finish up in time for the ceremony.

     Parking was also a challenge for the event staff with a large
number of drive-ups expected. Show cars lined Centerpoint
Parkway for about a half mile on both sides of the boulevard and
were quite an impressive sight. The angled parking worked out
very well for spectators and participants alike. A few late comers
were unfortunately unable to park with their classes and filled in
the show field past the railroad tracks at the far end. Still, two
cars in this “overflow area” managed to place in their respective
classes.
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“The Legend Did Return”
Ken Stahovec, Chairman, 2004 GTOAA International Convention

     Yes. As promised the Legend did return. All 332 of them. And along with the cars came their owners, friends, families,
special guests and even some pets to! Lots and lots of people came out to Pontiac to experience this record setting event.
As our guest for this event, we hope all of you enjoyed the convention as much as we had hoped you would. My gratifica-
tion from this event was seeing everyone have a great time and listening to all the comments about the convention and
how they had never been to a GTOAA Convention like this one. I personally was standing next to Arnie Beswick after he
had completed a ride with one of the professional drivers at the Pontiac Performance Drive at the Silverdome. His com-
ment: “I will remember that ride for many years to come” Enough said.

     I am going to cover the events that happened outside each day since that is where I spent most of my time.
Before I do that, I want to mention that in meeting the challenge that John Sawruk gave at the awards ceremony on
Sunday, The Woodward GTO Tigers are pleased to announce a $2,000 donation to the Arnie Beswick  accident fund.
Arnie, myself along with the entire 2004 GTOAA Convention committee and the entire membership of the Woodward GTO
Tigers wish you all the best in your future endeavors. It was a pleasure having you at our event!!

Wednesday, July 14
     Opening day for the 2004 GTOAA Convention. Guest
start trickling into the Hotels. Actually, they started coming in
on Tuesday! We start directing people to their locations and
try to temporary park some special display trailers since we
cannot shutdown Centerpoint parkway until Thursday
morning. Car wash is opened and the Marriott even has
little lemonade stands at various locations! Now that’s
service!!

     The GTOAA has their board meeting at 4:00 PM and the
Hotel throws a complementary fish fry starting at 6:00 PM.
The Woodward GTO Tigers pay for sodas, Beer & wine for about the first hour and a half.
Free food and drink! Got to love that! Some minor bench racing takes place and we call it a night.

Thursday, July 15
     Swap meet and vendor spaces start to fill up even more. Chapter displays start popping up inside the hotel along with
some model cars. The first motor coach pulls up (a 55 passenger Bus!) and starts to board for The Greektown Casino at
about 9:00 am. The promotional table for the “Pontiac Performance Drive” is set up just before 9:00 am. Special shuttle

buses begin to whisk people away to the Pontiac
Silverdome for the Performance Drive. Most people
on those buses had no idea what they were about to
encounter. Meanwhile, the hotel is getting very busy
inside. I mean very busy, busy to the point where I
was starting to enjoy being outside running around like
a chicken with its head (you know the rest of that
story!) The hotel outside is setting up special food
courts with great prices attached to these items.
Some of the buses start coming back from the

Silverdome. The expression on some of the guest’s faces reminded me of people getting off the Demon Drop at Cedar
Point. Pretty wild! The people waiting to board the next buses are sensing something pretty cool is about to happen. The
seminars have started inside the hotel at 2:00 PM, they will run until about 8:00PM. The Pontiac Performance drive is in full
swing and the attendance is better then expected. Yours truly along with my wife Kim and son Ryan experience first hand
the magnitude of this event. What a blast! Always did love the smell of burning rubber! The bus arrives back from
Greektown Casino around 4:00 PM and some people’s pockets are much lighter! Everyone starts the task of deciding
where they are going to eat dinner. Some make the choice to stay at the Hotel and eat out on the Patio where the hotel has
provided a two piece band and special prices on great food. Guest can be seen in the lobby reminiscing late into the night.
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Friday, July 16
     As registration opens at 8:00PM most people are up
early but I do notice a few “privacy please” signs hanging
on some hotel doors. I’m sure it was the Pontiac Perfor-
mance Drive that called for a little more sleep from some
folks! I grab a coffee and am alerted that the huge
Pontiac Display trailer has just arrived from the
Silverdome. I help direct the fine people from TMG Spots
Marketing to their proper location. They then begin to
unload all those cool GTO’S from the Movies “XXX” and
“The Last Ride”.

     The Council of Club Presidents Meeting takes place starting at 9:00AM. The bus departing for Somerset Mall leaves
around 9:00PM. Unfortunately for me, my wife Kim is on this bus. Centerpoint Parkway is taking shape and filling up with
displays from Pontiac, Schornack Racing, Arnie Beswick and Custom Automotive Services. The Concourse Judges
Meeting takes place starting around 3:30PM.

     The Big parking lot birthday party starts to take shape with hotel staff starting to bring out tables, chairs, portable bars,
etc. The excitement for the big party mounts!  The Band (Steve King & The Dittilies) arrives around 5:00PM and starts to
set up under the 40’ x 140 tent. Things are going well, too well I thought to myself. My luck starts to go south a little before

6:00 PM. I look up at the sky and see my friendly
dark clouds approaching. I figured we were going to
get wet. At about the same time I see Mr. Rain
approaching I am informed the tent company forgot
the generator!!  Yikes!! The band is supposed to
start in about 45 min. and things are going down hill
quick. We executed our backup plan for a genera-
tor, which was to use Vice president Dick Winkles

generator. He lives about 15 minutes from the hotel. We get the generator back to the hotel and stage it behind the tent
only to find out we forgot the key to the damn thing!! Luckily one of the band members was a locksmith and had his tools
available. Anyhow, the band did start, the rain was light, everyone ate before the rain came and things turned out just fine.
The place stayed pretty packed all the way until 10:00 PM when the band was finished.  What a night. It was a great
Birthday party for our beloved GTO’S and a Great anniversary for the GTOAA.

Saturday, July 17
     It's Concours Judging day and everyone is up
bright and early. Judging takes place under the huge
tent, which housed the band only about 10 hours
earlier. Two big buses leave for Frankenmuth around
8:00PM
The Judging continues and the Food Committee (Kim
Stahovec & Carmen Stahovec) served a nice lunch of
Pizza and salad and coffee & sodas to all the judges
and tabulation members. We thought we were going
to have to hire guards to watch the pizza!! The
seminar on MPC given by Joe Stahovec started at
3:00PM, which is followed by Milt Schornacks semi-
nar at 4:00PM. The bus comes back from
Frankenmuth around 5:00PM and everyone seemed to enjoy the town of Frankenmuth. Sometime after dinner later in the
night around 9:30 or 10:00, our member Roger MacZura manages to get around 40 GTOs to go down Woodward and do
some awesome cruising. The police did show up somewhere near 14 mile and had a chat with a convention guest that did
a huge burnout. Ahh, just like old times! Don’t even know what time they got back. I was probably sleeping.
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Sunday, July 18
     Show Day!  The GTO’S start filling their positions on Centerpoint
Parkway and also in the back of the hotel and in the day care
center. It was warm and mostly sunny and the place was packed.
We were running out of places to put cars. Rocking Ronnie was
spinning the tunes and all 332 GTOs were standing like proud
soldiers. More seminars started around 1 or 2:00PM  Some dark
clouds start popping up and this results in a lot of the cars being
tucked away before the official ending at 4:30PM. Most guests try
and grab a bite to eat before the awards ceremony. The awards
presentation starts sharply at 7:00PM and last 3 ½ hours!! And
most people stayed! The St.Louis group announces they are the
host for next year's Nationals and shows a cool presentation on the
big screen. We wish the Gateway club the best of luck with their
event next year! Well, Its all over with the exception of the trip to
Henry Ford & Greenfield Village on Monday. That place is a must see if you were never there before.

     On behalf of the 2004 GTOAA Convention Committee and the entire Woodward GTO Tigers membership, we want to
say thanks to everyone for attending our event and truly hoped you enjoyed the show!

“From Behind The Lens”
By Joe Kozlowski, Woodward GTO Tigers Newsletter Editor & Web Admin

     With five days of events and 332 cars, there were plenty of photo opportunities to be had!  If you were at the convention,
you probably saw me or more likely, saw my primary “assistant”  Amy Harris (WGT Club Store) taking pictures of each
registered car.  With Amy’s help, and the help of her husband Rob and their friend Scott, we were able to get pictures of
329 cars.  Without their help, I could not have tackled such a daunting task in the allotted time.  So THANK YOU Amy, Rob
& Scott!

     Normally I am a very talkative person when it comes to writing articles.  In this case, I realize that some of the members
of the WGT have written detailed articles about the convention.  Since a picture is worth a thousand words, and I took over
700 pictures, it’s a little difficult to narrow the words down to just one article.   Therefore, to the shock of the other members
of the Woodward GTO Tigers, I’m actually going to shut up and share just a few of the pictures that I had taken during the
convention.

(Left) Members of the
“Land of Enchantment GTO’s” (NM)

(Right) President Chris Padilla takes a spin.
(Bottom) Tony Padilla gives me a ride in his

2004 GTO on Woodward... Thanks Tony!

(Right) Jim Wangers & the GeeTO Tiger, (Center) 2004 GTO
(Left) 1969 Royal Bobcat Ram Air V

The Pontiac Performance Drive

Valve Cover Races A ‘67 GTO in front of the Pontiac East Assembly Plant


